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Abstract. When tackling the construction of a software system, at the
software architecture design level there are two main issues related to
the system performance. First, the designer may need to choose among
several alternative software architectures for the system, with the choice
being driven especially by performance considerations. Second, for a specific software architecture of the system, the designer may want to understand whether its performance can be improved and, if so, it would
be desirable for the designer to have some diagnostic information that
guide the modification of the software architecture itself. In this paper
we show how these two issues can be addressed in practice by employing
a methodology relying on the combined use of Æmilia — an architectural description language based on stochastic process algebra — and
queueing networks — structured performance models equipped with fast
solution algorithms — which allows for a quick prediction, improvement,
and comparison of the performance of different software architectures for
a given system. The methodology is illustrated through a case study in
which a sequential architecture, a pipeline architecture, and a concurrent
architecture for a compiler system are compared on the basis of typical
average performance indices.

1

Introduction

Software architecture (SA) is an emerging discipline within software engineering,
aiming at describing the structure and the behavior of the software systems at a
high level of abstraction [43, 46]. A SA represents the structure and the behavior
of a software system in an early stage of the development cycle, the phase in
which basic design choices of components and interactions among components
are made and clearly influence the subsequent development and deployment
phases. Appropriate languages and tools are required to give precise descriptions
of SAs and to support the efficient analysis of their properties in a way that

provides component-oriented diagnostic information in case of malfunctioning
detection.
A crucial issue in the software development cycle is that of integrating the
analysis of nonfunctional system properties since the early stages, where performance is one of the most influential factors that drive the design choices. To
this purpose, in the formal method research field several description and analysis
techniques have been proposed in the past twenty years, like stochastic Petri nets
(SPN; see, e.g., [39, 1]) and stochastic process algebras (SPA; see, e.g., [29, 31,
30, 14]). On the side of the system performance evaluation research field, various
models and methods have been proposed for the quantitative evaluation of hardware and sofware systems, which were traditionally based mostly on queueing
networks (QN; see, e.g., [34, 35, 37, 33, 42, 50, 8]). However, only more recently
some research has been truly focused on the integration of specific performance
models in the software development cycle (see, e.g., [47, 52, 3]).
In this paper, which is a full and revised version of [7] that builds on material
in [16, 3], we propose a methodology to evaluate the performance of SAs, which
combines formalisms and techniques developed in the two different communities
in a way that can be integrated in the software development cycle. More precisely,
the methodology is based on both SPA modeling and QN analysis and is realized
through a transformation of SPA specifications into QN models.
On the modeling side, we choose SPAs because they are compositional languages permitting the description of functional and performance aspects, which
can be enhanced to act as fully fledged architectural description languages (ADL)
that elucidate the architectural notions of component and interaction and support the detection of architectural mismatches arising when assembling several
components together. The specific ADL that we consider is Æmilia [16], which
is based on the stochastic process algebra EMPAgr [14]. Æmilia is illustrated in
Sect. 2.
On the analysis side, we choose QNs for several reasons. First, QNs are
structured performance models, therefore they should support the possibility of
keeping track of the correspondence between their constituent service centers
and the components of the architectural specifications. Second, typical performance measures can be computed both at the level of the overall QNs and at
the level of their constituent service centers. Such global and local performance
indicators can then be interpreted back at the level of the overall architectural
specifications and at the level of their constituent components, respectively, so
that useful diagnostic information can be obtained in the case of poor global
performance. Third, QNs are equipped with efficient solution techniques that
do not require the construction of the underlying state space, so that scalability with respect to the number of components in the architectural specifications
should be achieved. Fourth, the solution of the QNs can be expressed symbolically in the case of simple open topologies, and can be approximated through
an asymptotic bound analysis. This feature is useful in the early stages of the
software development cycle, since the actual values of the system parameters, as

well as its complete behavior, may be unknown. The basic concepts and results
about QNs are recalled in Sect. 3.
The translation of Æmilia specifications into QN models is not straightforward, because the two formalisms are quite different from each other. On the
one hand, Æmilia is a component-oriented language for handling both functional
and performance characteristics, in which all the details must be expressed in
an action-based way. On the other hand, QNs result in a queue-oriented graphical notation for performance modeling purposes only, in which some details —
notably the queueing disciplines — are described in natural language. In addition to that, the components of the Æmilia specifications cannot be mapped
to QN service centers, but on finer parts that we call QN basic elements. As a
consequence, the translation can be applied only to a (reasonably wide) class
of Æmilia specifications that satisfy certain syntax restrictions, which ensure
that each component in such specifications is a QN basic element, i.e. an arrival process, a buffer, a fork process, a join process, or a service process. The
translation, whose complexity is linear in the number of components declared
in the Æmilia specifications, leads to the generation of open, closed or mixed
QN models with phase-type interarrival and service time distributions, queueing
disciplines with noninterruptable service, fork and join nodes for handling parallelism and synchronization, and arbitrary topologies. Depending on the type
of QN model, various solution algorithms, either exact or approximate, can be
applied to efficiently evaluate some average performance indices that are eventually interpreted back at the Æmilia specification level. The translation is defined
in Sect. 4.
Based on the above translation of Æmilia specifications into QN models,
we develop a practical multi-phase methodology to quickly predict, improve,
and compare the performance of different architectures for the same software
system. In the proposed methodology, the first step is to model with Æmilia all
the architectural alternatives devised by a designer for the same system. Such
Æmilia specifications may then need to be manipulated in such a way that they
satisfy the syntax restrictions that make it possible to derive QN models out
of them. Once the QN models for the architectural alternatives are obtained by
applying the above translation, they are in turn manipulated so that some typical
average performance measures can efficiently be computed in several scenarios of
interest. The previous approximations, both at the Æmilia level and at the QN
level, are justified at the architectural level of abstraction by the fact that we are
more interested in rapidly getting an indication about the performance of the
architectural alternatives, rather than in their precise evaluation. On the basis
of the computed average performance measures, the designer gets a feedback
that can be used to guide the modification of the Æmilia specifications of some
architectural alternatives in order to ameliorate their performance. Once the
predict-improve cycle is terminated, the architectural alternatives are compared
on the basis of the values of the average performance measures obtained in
the considered scenarios, in order to single out the best one. Because of the
approximations that might have been performed in the previous phases, and

the fact that the considered average performance measures are not necessarily
related to the performance requirements of the system under study, the exact
Æmilia specification of the selected architectural design is finally checked against
the specific performance requirements. The methodology is presented in Sect. 5.
The application of the methodology and the translation of Æmilia specifications into QN models are clarified in Sect. 6 by means of a case study in which
three different architectures — a sequential one, a pipeline one, and a concurrent
one — for a compiler system are compared in different scenarios on the basis
of average performance indices like the mean number of programs compiled per
unit of time, the mean fraction of time during which the compiler is being used,
the mean number of programs in the compiler system, and the mean compilation
time.
Finally, in Sect. 7 we report some concluding remarks about future perspectives.

2

Æmilia: A SPA-Based ADL

In this section we present the main ingredients of Æmilia [16], a performanceoriented ADL. Æmilia is the result of the integration of two earlier formalisms:
PADL [15, 17, 18, 2] and EMPAgr [14]. The former is a process-algebra-based
ADL, which is equipped with some architectural checks for the detection of
deadlock-related architectural mismatches within families of software systems
called architectural types. The latter is an expressive SPA, which allows for
both the functional verification and the performance evaluation of concurrent
and distributed systems. Below we recall through a running example how PADL
and EMPAgr have been combined together in order to give rise to the syntax,
the semantics, and the analysis support for Æmilia.
2.1

Textual and Graphical Notation

A description in Æmilia represents an architectural type. An architectural type is
an intermediate abstraction between a single SA and an architectural style [46],
which results in a family of software systems sharing certain constraints on the
component observable behavior as well as on the architectural topology [15, 17,
18].
As shown in Table 1, the description of an architectural type starts with the
name of the architectural type and its formal parameters, which can represent
variables as well as exponential rates, priorities, and weights for EMPAgr actions.
Each architectural type is defined as a function of its architectural element types
(AETs) and its architectural topology. An AET, whose description starts with
its name and its formal parameters, is defined as a function of its behavior,
specified either as a list of sequential EMPAgr defining equations or through
an invocation of a previously defined architectural type, and its interactions,
specified as a set of EMPAgr action types occurring in the behavior that act as
interfaces for the AET.

ARCHI TYPE
ARCHI ELEM TYPES

hname and formal parametersi
harchitectural element types: behaviors and
interactionsi

ARCHI TOPOLOGY
ARCHI ELEM INSTANCES harchitectural element instancesi
ARCHI INTERACTIONS harchitectural interactionsi
ARCHI ATTACHMENTS
harchitectural attachmentsi
END
Table 1. Structure of an Æmilia textual description

A sequential EMPAgr defining equation specifies a possibly recursive behavior in the following way:
behavior id (formal parameter list; local variable list) = sequential term
where a sequential EMPAgr term is written according to the following syntax:
sequential term ::= stop
| <action type, action rate> . sequential term 1
| choice { sequential term 2 list }
sequential term 1 ::= sequential term
| behavior id (actual parameter list)
sequential term 2 ::= sequential term
| cond(boolean guard ) −> sequential term
Every behavior is given an identifier, a possibly empty list of comma-separated
formal parameters, and a possibly empty list of comma-separated local variables. The admitted data types for parameters and variables are boolean, integer,
bounded integer interval, real, list, array, and record. The sequential term stop
cannot execute any action. The sequential term <action type, action rate> .
sequential term 1 can execute an action having a certain type and a certain
rate and then behaves as specified by sequential term 1 , which can be in turn a
sequential term or a behavior invocation with a possibly empty list of commaseparated actual parameters. The action type can be a simple identifier (unstructured action), an identifier followed by the symbol ”?” and a list of commaseparated variables enclosed in parentheses (input action), or an identifier followed by the symbol ”!” and a list of comma-separated expressions enclosed in
parentheses (output action). The action rate can be the identifier or the numeric
value for the rate of an exponential distribution (exponentially timed action),
the keyword inf followed by the identifiers or the numeric values of a priority
level and a weight enclosed in parentheses (immediate action), or the symbol
”*” followed by the identifiers or the numeric values of a priority level and
a weight enclosed in parentheses (passive action). Finally, the sequential term
choice { sequential term 2 list } expresses a choice among at least two commaseparated alternatives, each of which may be subject to a boolean guard. If all
the alternatives with a true guard start with an exponentially timed action, then
the race policy applies: each involved action is selected with a probability proportional to its rate. If some of the alternatives with a true guard start with an

immediate action, then such immediate actions take precedence over the exponentially timed ones and the generative preselection policy applies: each involved
immediate action with the highest priority level is selected with a probability
proportional to its weight. If some of the alternatives with a true guard start
with a passive action, then the reactive preselection policy applies to them: for
every action type, each involved passive action of that type with the highest
priority level is selected with a probability proportional to its weight (the choice
among passive actions of different types is nondeterministic).

(b) uni-and

...

...

(a) uni-uni

(c) uni-or

Fig. 1. Legal attachments

The architectural topology is specified through the declaration of a set of
architectural element instances (AEIs) representing the system components, a
set of architectural (as opposed to local) interactions given by some interactions of the AEIs that act as interfaces for the whole architectural type, and a
set of directed architectural attachments among the interactions of the AEIs.
Alternatively, the architectural topology can be specified through the Æmilia
graphical notation inspired by flow graphs [38], in which the boxes denote the
AEIs, the black circles denote the local interactions, the white squares denote
the architectural interactions, and the directed edges denote the attachments.
Every interaction is declared to be an input interaction or an output interaction and every attachment must go from an output interaction to an input interaction of two different AEIs. In addition, every interaction is declared to be a uniinteraction, an and-interaction, or an or-interaction. As shown in Fig. 1, the only
legal attachments are those between two uni-interactions, an and-interaction and
a uni-interaction, and an or-interaction and a uni-interaction. An and-interaction
and an or-interaction can be attached to several uni-interactions. In the case of
execution of an and-interaction, it synchronizes with all the uni-interactions
attached to it. In the case of execution of an or-interaction, instead, it synchronizes with only one of the uni-interactions attached to it. An AEI can have
different types of interactions (input/output, uni/and/or, local/architectural).
Every local interaction must be involved in at least one attachment, while every
architectural interaction must not be involved in any attachment. No isolated
groups of AEIs are admitted in the architectural topology. On the performance
side, we have two additional requirements. For the sake of modeling consistency,
all the occurrences of an action type in the behavior of an AET must have the

same kind of rate (exponential, or infinite with the same priority level, or passive
with the same priority level). In order to comply with the generative-reactive
synchronization discipline of EMPAgr , which establishes that two nonpassive actions cannot synchronize, every set of attached interactions must contain at most
one interaction whose associated rate is exponential or infinite.
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Fig. 2. Graphical description of SeqCompSys

As an example, we show in Table 2 an Æmilia textual description for an
architectural type representing a compiler system. The compiler we consider is
a sequential monolithic compiler that carries out all the phases (lexical analysis, parsing, type checking, code optimization, and code generation), with each
phase introducing an exponentially distributed delay. For the sake of performance evaluation, the description of the compiler system comprises a generator
of programs to be compiled, where the program interarrival times are assumed
to follow an exponential distribution, as well as un unbounded buffer in which
such programs wait before being compiled one at a time. We suppose that there
are two different classes of programs: those whose code must be optimized and
those whose code must not. As can be noted, the description of the architectural
type SeqCompSys is parametrized with respect to the arrival rates of the two
classes of programs (λ1 , λ2 ) and the service rates of the five compilation phases
(µl , µp , µc , µo , µg ). The omitted values for the priority levels and the weights of
the infinite and passive rates in the specification are taken to be 1. The same
sequential compiler system is depicted in Fig. 2 through the Æmilia graphical
notation.
2.2

Formal Semantics and Analysis Support

The semantics of an Æmilia specification is given by translation into EMPAgr .
This translation is carried out in two steps. In the first step, the semantics of
each AEI is defined to be the behavior of the corresponding AET — in which
the formal rates, priority levels, and weights are replaced by the corresponding
actual ones — projected onto its interactions. Such a projected behavior is obtained from the list of sequential EMPAgr defining equations representing the
behavior of the AET by applying a hiding operator on all the actions that are
not interactions. In this way, we abstract from all the internal details of the

ARCHI TYPE

SeqCompSys(rate λ1 , λ2 , µl , µp , µc , µo , µg )

ARCHI ELEM TYPES
ELEM TYPE
BEHAVIOR

ProgGenT(rate λ)
ProgGen(void; void) =
<generate prog, λ>.<deliver prog, inf>.ProgGen()

INPUT INTERACTIONS
OUTPUT INTERACTIONS UNI deliver prog
ELEM TYPE
BEHAVIOR

ProgBufferT(integer h1 , h2 )
ProgBuffer(integer h1 , h2 ; void) =
choice
{
<get prog1 , ∗>.ProgBuffer(h1 + 1, h2 ),
<get prog2 , ∗>.ProgBuffer(h1 , h2 + 1),
cond(h1 > 0) −> <put prog1 , ∗>.ProgBuffer(h1 − 1, h2 ),
cond(h2 > 0) −> <put prog2 , ∗>.ProgBuffer(h1 , h2 − 1)
}
INPUT INTERACTIONS UNI get prog1 ; get prog2
OUTPUT INTERACTIONS UNI put prog1 ; put prog2

ELEM TYPE
BEHAVIOR

SeqCompT(rate µl , µp , µc , µo , µg )
SeqComp(void; void) =
choice
{
<select prog1 , inf>.<recognize tokens, µl >.
<parse phrases, µp >.<check phrases, µc >.
<optimize code, µo >.<generate code, µg >.SeqComp(),
<select prog2 , inf>.<recognize tokens, µl >.
<parse phrases, µp >.<check phrases, µc >.
<generate code, µg >.SeqComp()
}
INPUT INTERACTIONS UNI select prog1 ; select prog2
OUTPUT INTERACTIONS

ARCHI TOPOLOGY
ARCHI ELEM INSTANCES PG1 : ProgGenT(λ1 );
PG2 : ProgGenT(λ2 );
PB : ProgBufferT(0, 0);
SC : SeqCompT(µl , µp , µc , µo , µg )
ARCHI INTERACTIONS
ARCHI ATTACHMENTS

FROM PG1 .deliver prog TO PB.get prog1 ;
FROM PG2 .deliver prog TO PB.get prog2 ;
FROM PB.put prog1 TO SC.select prog1 ;
FROM PB.put prog2 TO SC.select prog2

END
Table 2. Textual description of SeqCompSys

behavior of the AEI. In addition, the projected behavior must reflect the fact
that an or-interaction can result in several distinct synchronizations. Therefore,
every or-interaction is rewritten as a choice among as many indexed instances of
uni-interactions as there are attachments involving the or-interaction. Recalled
that in EMPAgr the hiding operator is denoted by the symbol ”/”, for our compiler system example we have:
[[PG1 ]] = ProgGen1 / {generate prog}
[[PG2 ]] = ProgGen2 / {generate prog}
[[PB]] = ProgBuffer(0, 0)
[[SC]] = SeqComp / {recognize tokens, parse phrases, check phrases,
optimize code, generate code}
where ProgGen1 (resp. ProgGen2 ) is obtained from ProgGen by replacing each
occurrence of λ with λ1 (resp. λ2 ).
In the second step, the semantics of an architectural type is obtained by
composing in parallel the semantics of its AEIs according to the specified attachments, after relabeling to the same fresh action type all the interactions
attached to each other. This relabeling is required by the synchronization mechanism of EMPAgr , which establishes that only actions with the same type can
synchronize. Recalled that in EMPAgr the relabeling operator is denoted by the
symbols ”[” and ”]” and that the left-associative parallel composition operator
is denoted by the symbol ”kS ” where S is the set of action types on which the
synchronization is enforced, for our compiler system example we have:
[[SeqCompSys]] = [[PG1 ]][deliver prog 7→ a1 ] k∅
[[PG2 ]][deliver prog 7→ a2 ] k{a1 ,a2 }
[[PB]][get program1 7→ a1 , get program2 7→ a2 ,
put program1 7→ b1 , put program2 7→ b2 ] k{b1 ,b2 }
[[SC]][select prog1 7→ b1 , select prog2 7→ b2 ]
Given the translation above, Æmilia inherits the semantic models of EMPAgr .
More precisely, the semantics of an Æmilia specification is a state-transition
graph called the integrated semantic model, whose states are represented by
EMPAgr terms and whose transitions are labeled with EMPAgr actions together
with the related guards arising from the use of the choice operator. This graph
is finite state and finitely branching unless variables taking values from infinite
domains are used (like in the buffer of the compiler system example), in which
case a symbolic representation of the state space is employed in accordance
with [13]. After pruning the lower priority transitions from the integrated semantic model, it is possible to derive a functional semantic model, by removing
the action rates from the transitions, and a performance semantic model, by removing the action types from the transitions. The performance semantic model,
which is defined only if the integrated semantic model has neither passive transitions nor transitions with a guard different from true, is a continuous-time or
a discrete-time Markov chain [48] depending on whether the integrated semantic
model has exponentially timed transitions or not.
On the analysis side, Æmilia inherits from EMPAgr standard techniques to
assess functional properties as well as performance measures. Among such techniques we mention model checking [23], equivalence checking [24], Markovian

analysis [48] based on rewards [32] as described in [14], and discrete event simulation [51], all of which are available in the Æmilia-based software tool TwoTowers 3.0 [12]. In addition to these capabilities, Æmilia comes equipped with some
specific checks for the detection of architectural mismatches — and the provision of related diagnostic information — that may arise when assembling the
components together. The first group of checks ensures that deadlock freedom
is preserved when building a system from deadlock-free components [15, 2]. The
second group of checks makes sure that assembling components with partially
specified performance details (i.e., with passive actions occurring in their behaviors) results in a system with fully specified performance aspects [16]. Finally,
the third group of checks comes into play in case of hierarchical modeling, i.e.
whenever the description of a component behavior contains an architectural type
invocation. Such checks guarantee that the actual parameters of an invocation
of an architectural type conform to the formal parameters of the definition of
the architectural type, in the sense that the actual components have the same
observable behavior as the corresponding formal components [15] and that the
actual topology is a legal extension of the formal topology [17, 18].

3

Queueing Networks

QN models have been widely applied as system performance models to represent and analyze resource sharing systems [34, 35, 37, 33, 42, 50, 8]. In essence,
a QN model is a collection of interacting service centers, representing system
resources, and a set of customers, representing the users sharing the resources.
The customers’ competition for the resource service corresponds to queueing
into the service centers. The popularity of QN models for system performance
evaluation is due to their relatively high accuracy in performance results and
their efficiency in model analysis and evaluation. In this section we briefly recall
the basic notions and properties of QN models. In particular, we shall focus on
the class of product form QNs, which admit fast solution techniques.
3.1

Queueing Systems

As depicted in Fig. 3(a), the simplest case of QN is the one in which there is
a single service center together with a source of arrivals, which is referred to
as a queueing system (QS). Every QS is completely described by the customer
interarrival time distribution, the customer service time distribution, the number
of independent servers, the queue capacity, the customer population size, and
the queueing discipline. The first five parameters are summarized by using the
Kendall’s notation A/B/m/c/p, with A and B ranging over a set of probability
distributions — ’M’ for memoryless distributions, ’D’ for deterministic values,
’PH’ for phase-type distributions, and ’G’ for general distributions — and m, c,
and p being natural numbers. If c and p are unspecified, they are assumed to
be ∞, i.e. to describe an unlimited queue capacity and an unlimited population.

Every customer needing a certain service arrives at the QS, waits in the queue
for a while, is served by one of the servers, and finally leaves the QS.
The queueing discipline is an algorithm that determines the order in which
the customers in the queue are served. Such a scheduling algorithm may depend
on the order in which the customers arrive at the QS, the priorities assigned
to the customers, or the amounts of service already provided to the customers.
Here are some commonly adopted queueing disciplines:
– First come first served (FCFS): the customers are served in the order of their
arrival.
– Last come first served (LCFS): the customers are served in the reverse order
of their arrival.
– Service in random order (SIRO): the next customer to be served is chosen
probabilistically, with equal probabilities assigned to all the waiting customers.
– Nonpreemptive priority (NP): the customers are assigned fixed priorities; the
waiting customer with the highest priority is served first; if several waiting
customers have the same highest priority, they are served in the order of
their arrival; once begun, a service cannot be interrupted by the arrival of a
higher priority customer.
– Preemptive priority (PP): same as NP, but each arriving higher priority
customer interrupts the current service, if any, and begins to be served;
a customer whose service was interrupted resumes service at the point of
interruption when there are no higher priority customers to be served.
– Last come first served preemptive resume (LCFS-PR): same as LCFS, but
each arriving customer interrupts the current service, if any, and begins to
be served; the interrupted service of a customer is resumed when all the
customers that arrived later than that customer have departed.
– Round robin (RR): each customer is given continuous service for a maximum
interval of time called a quantum; if the customer’s service demand is not
satisfied during the quantum, the customer reenters the queue and waits
to receive an additional quantum, repeating this process until its service
demand is satisfied; the waiting customers are served in the order in which
they last entered the queue.
– Processor sharing (PS): all the waiting customers receive service simultaneously with equal shares of the service rate.
– Infinite server (IS): no queueing takes place as each arriving customer always
find an available server.
If the queueing discipline is omitted in the QS notation, it is assumed to be
FCFS.
The QS behavior can be analyzed either during a given time interval (transient analysis) or by assuming that it reaches a stationary condition (steady-state
analysis). The analysis of the QS is based on the definition of an underlying
continuous-time Markov chain. The QS steady-state analysis usually evaluates
a set of four average performance indices after computing the queue length distribution, i.e. the distribution of the number of customers in the QS. The four

server
departures

arrivals
queue
(a) A QS

(b) A simple closed QN
Fig. 3. QN graphical representation

average performance indices are the throughput (mean number of customers
leaving the system per unit of time), the utilization (average fraction of time
during which the servers are used), the mean number of customers in the QS,
and the mean response time experienced by the customers visiting the QS.
For instance, let us consider the simplest case of QS M/M/1 with arrival
rate λ and service rate µ [34]. Although the stochastic process underlying the
QS M/M/1 is an infinite-state continuous-time Markov chain, where each state
represents the number of customers in the system, the particular structure of this
Markov chain allows us to easily derive that the distribution of the number N1 of
customers in the system — on the basis of which the four average measures above
are defined — is geometrical with parameter given by the traffic intensity ρ1 =
λ/µ. The steady-state analysis of this QS requires that the stability condition
ρ1 < 1 holds, i.e., that the customer arrival rate is less than the service rate. In
this case we can easily derive the four average perfomance indices as follows:
– The throughput is given by the probability that there is at least one customer
in the system multiplied by the service rate, i.e. X 1 = Pr{N1 > 0} · µ =
ρ1 · µ = λ.
– The utilization is given by the probability that there is at least one customer
in the system, i.e. U 1 = Pr{N1 > 0} = ρ1 .
– The mean number of customers in the system is the expected value of the
geometrical distribution describing the number of customers in the system,
i.e. N 1 = ρ1 /(1 − ρ1 ).
– The mean response time is obtained from Little’s law as the ratio of the mean
number of customers in the system to the arrival rate, i.e. R1 = N 1 /λ =
1/[µ · (1 − ρ1 )].
It can be shown that all the queueing disciplines with noninterruptable, nonprioritized service — like FCFS, LCFS, and SIRO — together with PS — which
is a good approximation of RR — and LCFS-PR are equivalent with respect to
the four average performance measures above for a QS M/M/1.
In the more general case of a QS M/M/m with arrival rate λ, which has m
identical servers that operate independently and in parallel each with service
rate µ, the traffic intensity is defined by ρm = λ/(m · µ) and, under the stability
condition ρm < 1, the four average performance indices are given by:

Xm =

where:

m−1
P
i=1

i · µ · Pr{Nm = i} +

i=m

m · µ · Pr{Nm = i} = λ

U m = 1 − Pr{Nm = 0}
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2
m)
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Ãm−1
X (m · ρm )i
i!

i=0
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∞
P

(m · ρm )m
+
m! · (1 − ρm )

!−1

Networks of Queueing Systems

A QN is composed of a set of interconnected service centers. When describing
a QN, which can be represented — as shown in Fig. 3(b) — through a directed
graph whose nodes are the service centers and whose edges represent the behavior
of the customers’ service requests, it is necessary to specify for each service
center the service time distribution, the number of servers, the queue capacity,
the queueing discipline, and the routing probabilities for the customers leaving
the service center. A QN can be open or closed, depending on whether external
arrivals and departures are allowed or not, or mixed. In an open QN, a customer
that completes service at a service center immediately enters another service
center, reenters the same service center, or departs from the network. In a closed
QN, instead, a fixed number of customers circulate indefinitely among the service
centers.
open chain
class b
class a
class c

class e
s1
class d

s2

s3
class f

closed chain
Fig. 4. A mixed network with three service centers, an open chain with classes a, b, e,
and a closed chain with classes c, d, f .

Different types of customers in the QN model can be used to represent different behaviors. This in fact allows various types of external arrival process,
different service demands, and different types of network routing to be modeled.
A chain gathers the customers of the same type. A chain consists then of a set
of classes that represent different phases of processing in the system for a given
type of customers. Classes are partitioned within the service centers and each
customer in a chain moves between the classes. A chain can be used to represent

a customer routing behavior dependent on the past history. For example, two
classes of the same chain in a service center can represent the customer requirement of two successive services. Each chain can be open or closed depending
on whether external arrivals and departures are allowed or not. Multiclass or
multichain networks can be open or closed if all the chains are open or closed,
respectively. A mixed network has both open and closed chains. Fig. 4 shows an
example of a multiclass network with two chains and six classes. The open chain
describes the routing behavior of the type 1 customers: two successive visits to
the service center s1 followed by a visit to service center s3. Chain 2 is closed
and there is a constant number of type 2 customers circulating between service
centers s1, s2, and s3.
Evaluating a QN model means obtaining a quantitative description of its
behavior by computing a set of figures of merit, such as the four average performance indices considered for a single QS. The analysis of a QN model provides
information both on the local and on the global performance, i.e. the performance
of each service center and the overall system performance. A QN can be analyzed
by defining and solving the underlying stochastic process, which under general
assumptions is a countinous-time Markov chain. Unfortunately, its solution can
often become unfeasible since its state space size grows exponentially with the
number of components of the QN model. However, some efficient solution algorithms can be defined for the special subclass of product form QNs, which we
briefly introduce in the next section. Such algorithms provide a powerful tool for
performance analysis based on QNs.
3.3

Product Form QNs

Product form QNs (see [6] for a complete survey) avoids the state space explosion
problem because they can be solved compositionally. Given that the state of a QN
is a tuple consisting of the number of customers in the various service centers, the
probability of a product form QN state is simply obtained as the product of the
probabilities of its constituent service center states, up to a normalizing constant
in the case of closed QNs. An important characterization of product form QNs is
given by the BCMP theorem [10], which defines the BCMP class of product form
open, closed and mixed QNs with multiple classes of customers, Poisson arrivals
(i.e. exponentially distributed interarrival times) with rates possibly depending
on the total population of the QN or on the population of a chain, and arbitrary
Markovian routing. According to the BCMP theorem, each multiclass service
center can have one combination of the following queueing disciplines and service
time distributions:
– FCFS with exponentially distributed service times, with the same rate for
all the classes of customers;
– PS, LCFS-PR, or IS with phase-type distributed service times, possibly different for the various classes of customers.
In the second case, only the expected values of the phase-type service time
distributions affect the QN solution in terms of the four average performance

indices, so when computing such indices the phase-type distributions can be
replaced with exponential distributions having the same expected values.
In the case of an open product form QN, the four average performance measures can easily be obtained at the global level and at the local level from the
analysis of the constituent service centers, when considered as isolated QSs with
Poisson arrivals, by exploiting the two groups of formulas at the end of Sect. 3.1.
The arrival rates are derived by solving the linear system of the traffic equations defined by the routing probabilities among the service centers. The same
average indices can be obtained at the global level and at the local level for a
closed or mixed product form QN by applying one of the following algorithms:
the convolution algorithm [19], the mean-value analysis algorithm (MVA) [44],
the local balance algorithm for normalizing constants (LBANC) [20], and the
recursion-by-chain algorithm (RECAL) [25]. These algorithms also provide the
basis for most approximate analytical methods that need to be applied whenever
the QN model under consideration does not belong to the class of product form
QNs (see, e.g., [36]).
An important property of product form QNs is exact aggregation, which allows replacing a subnetwork with a single service center, in such a way that the
new aggregated QN has the same behavior in terms of the four average performance indices. Thus, exact aggregation can be used to represent and evaluate a
system at different levels of abstraction. Moreover, exact aggregation for product form QNs provides a basis for approximate solution methods of more general
QNs that are not product form (see, e.g., [36]).
Various extensions of the class of BCMP product form QNs have been derived. They include QNs with other queueing disciplines, QNs with state dependent routing, some special cases of QNs with finite capacity queues, subnetwork
popolation constraints, and blocking, and QNs with batch arrivals and batch
services. Another extension of QNs networks with product form is the class of
G-networks [28], which comprise both positive and negative customers.
3.4

QN Extensions

Extensions of classical QN models, named extended QN (EQN) models, have
been introduced in order to represent several interesting features of real systems,
such as synchronization and concurrency constraints, finite capacity queues,
memory constraints, and simultaneous resource possession.
In particular, concurrency and synchronization among tasks are represented
in an EQN model by fork and join nodes. A fork node starts the parallel execution
on distinct service centers of the different tasks in which a customer’s request can
be split, while a join node represents a synchronization point for the termination
of all such tasks. A few cases of QNs with forks and joins have been solved with
exact and approximate analytical techniques (see, e.g., [40, 4, 9]).
QNs with finite capacity queues and blocking have been introduced as more
realistic models of systems with finite resources and population constraints.
When a customer arrives at a finite capacity queue that is full, the customer
cannot enter the queue and it is blocked. Various blocking mechanisms can be

defined — like blocking after or before service and repetitive service — that
specify the behavior of the customers blocked in the network. Except for a few
cases that admit product form solutions, QNs with blocking are solved through
approximate techniques (see, e.g., [42, 8]).
Another extension of the QN model is given by the layered queueing network
(LQN) model, which allows client-server communication patterns to be modeled
in concurrent and/or distributed software systems. LQN models can be solved
by analytic approximation methods based on standard methods for EQNs with
simultaneous resource possession and MVA (see, e.g., [45, 52, 27]).
The exact and approximate analytical methods for solving EQNs require that
a set of assumptions and constraints are satisfied. Should this not be the case,
EQN models can be analyzed via simulation, at the cost of higher development
and computational times to obtain accurate results.
Examples of performance evaluation tools based on QNs and their extensions
are RESQ [21], QNAP2 [49], HIT [11], and LQNS [26].

4

Translating Æmilia Specifications into QN Models

In this section we provide a translation that maps an Æmilia specification into
a QN model to be used to predict and improve the performance of the described
SA. As mentioned in Sect. 1, there are several good reasons for resorting to
QN models at the SA level of design, instead of the flat state-transition graphs
used as semantic models for Æmilia. First, QNs are structured performance
models whose constituent service centers can be put in correspondence with
groups of AEIs of the Æmilia specifications. Second, typical average performance
measures can be computed at the level of the overall QNs and interpreted at the
level of the groups of AEIs of the Æmilia specifications corresponding to their
constituent service centers, thus providing a useful feedback. Third, QNs do not
suffer from the state space explosion problem, as they are equipped with efficient
solution techniques that avoid the construction of the state space. Finally, QNs
can sometimes be solved symbolically, without having to instantiate the values
of the corresponding parameters in the Æmilia specifications.
To carry out the translation, first of all we observe that the two formalisms
that we are considering are quite different from each other. On the one hand,
Æmilia is a component-oriented language for handling both functional and performance characteristics, in which all the details must be expressed in an actionbased way. On the other hand, QNs result in a queue-oriented graphical notation
for performance modeling purposes only, in which some details — notably the
queueing disciplines — are described in natural language. As a consequence,
there will be Æmilia specifications that cannot be converted into QN models,
either because they do not follow a queue-oriented pattern, or because it is hard
to understand — by looking at their process algebraic defining equations — the
queueing disciplines that they encode. Therefore, we shall impose some general
syntax restrictions that single out a reasonably wide class of Æmilia specifications for which a QN model may be derived.

Within the class of Æmilia specifications that obey the general syntax restrictions, given a specification we try to map each of its constituent AEIs into a
part of a QN model. In principle, it would seem to be natural to map each AEI
into a QS PH/PH/m/c/p. However, this is not always possible because the AEIs
are usually finer than the QSs. As a consequence, we identify five classes of QN
basic elements — which we call arrival processes, buffers, fork processes, join
processes, and service processes, respectively, and graphically represent through
an extension of the traditional notation used for QNs — and we impose some
further specific syntax restrictions to single out those AEIs that fall into one
of the five classes. For each Æmilia specification obeying both the general and
the specific syntax restrictions, the translation is accomplished by first mapping
each of its constituent AEIs into the corresponding QN basic element and then
composing the previously obtained QN basic elements according to the attachments declared in the Æmilia specification. The translation will be illustrated
by means of the sequential compiler system example introduced in Sect. 2.
4.1

General Syntax Restrictions: Benefits and Limitations

The general syntax restrictions helps identifying the Æmilia specifications for
which it is possible to derive an open, closed or mixed QN model comprising arrival processes, buffers, fork processes, join processes, and service processes. The
general restrictions are mainly based on the observation that an AEI describes
a sequential software component, which thus runs on a single computational
resource.
The first general restriction is that every AEI of an Æmilia specification
must be an arrival process, a buffer, a fork process, a join process, or a service
process, and must be properly connected to the other AEIs in order to obtain a
well-formed QN. This is achieved through specific syntax restrictions depending
on the particular QN basic element, which will be introduced in the next sections.
The second general restriction aims at easing the identification of those AETs
that represent arrival or service processes, which are built around exponentially
timed actions describing the relevant delays. The second general restriction establishes that the interactions of an Æmilia specification cannot be exponentially
timed, i.e. they must be immediate or passive.
The third general restriction aims at avoiding the unnatural application of
the race policy to several distinct activities within the same (sequential) AEI,
thus causing the various arrival and service processes to be modeled separately
with different AEIs. The third general restriction establishes that, within the
behavior of the AETs of an Æmilia specification, no exponentially timed action
can be alternative to another exponentially timed action.
The fourth general restriction aims at allowing interarrival and service times
to be characterized through precisely defined phase-type distributions. The fourth
general restriction establishes that, within the behavior of the AETs of an Æmilia
specification, no exponentially timed action can be alternative to an immediate
or passive action, no immediate action can be alternative to a passive action,
and no interaction can be alternative to a local action.

The last three general restrictions, as well as the specific restrictions illustrated in the next sections that implement the first general restriction, can automatically be checked at the syntax level, without constructing the underlying
state space of the entire Æmilia specification. They preserve much of the modeling power that Æmilia inherits from EMPAgr , without hampering the description of typical situations like parallel executions, synchronization constraints,
probabilistic/prioritized choices, and activities whose duration is or can be approximated with a phase-type distribution. It is straightforward to verify that
SeqCompSys defined in Table 2 satisfies the last three general restrictions.
The four general restrictions, together with the specific syntax restrictions
accompanying the first general one, introduce two main limitations. First, due
to the fourth general restriction, the Æmilia specifications modeling preemption
cannot be dealt with, as it is not possible to express the fact that the service of a
customer of a certain class is interrupted by the arrival of a customer of another
class having higher service priority. Second, as we shall see when presenting the
specific syntax restrictions for the buffers, we only address queueing disciplines
with noninterruptable service for a fixed number of servers, like FCFS, LCFS,
SIRO, and NP, thus excluding those policies in which the service of a customer
can be interrupted (PP, LCFS-PR) or divided into several rounds (RR, PS),
as well as those policies in which no queueing takes place as every incoming
customer always finds an available server (IS).
4.2

Modeling Phase-Type Distributions

Since the interarrival times and the service times are allowed to follow phasetype distributions, before proceeding with the translation it is worth recalling
how the phase-type distributions can be modeled in a language like Æmilia,
where only exponentially distributed delays can directly be specified. A continuous phase-type distribution [41] describes the time to absorption in a finite-state
continuous-time Markov chain having exactly one absorbing state. Well known
examples of phase-type distributions are the exponential distribution, the hypoexponential distribution, the hyperexponential distribution, and combinations
thereof, which are characterized in terms of time to absorption in a finite-state
continuous-time Markov chain with one absorbing state as depicted in Fig. 5,
where the numbers labeling the states describe the initial state probability functions.
Observed that an absorbing state can be modeled by term stop, the three
phase-type distributions above can easily be modeled through a suitable interplay of exponentially timed actions and immediate actions as follows. An exponential distribution with rate λ can be modeled through the following equation:
Expλ (void; void) = <phase, λ>.stop
An n-stage hypoexponential distribution with rates λ1 , . . . , λn can be modeled
through the following equation:
Hypoexpλ1 ,...,λm (void; void) = <phase, λ1 >. . . . .<phase, λn >.stop
An n-stage hyperexponential distribution with rates λ1 , . . . , λn and branching
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(a) Exponential distribution
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Fig. 5. Typical phase-type distributions

probabilities p1 , . . . , pn can be modeled through the following equation:
Hyperexpλ1 ,...,λn ,p1 ,...,pn (void; void) =
choice
{
<branch, inf(1, p1 )>.<phase, λ1 >.stop,
..
.
<branch, inf(1, pn )>.<phase, λn >.stop
}
In the arrival processes and in the service processes with phase-type distributed delays, the occurrences of stop will be replaced by suitable invocations
of the behaviors that must take place after the delays have elapsed.
4.3

Arrival Processes

An arrival process is a generator of arrivals of customers of a certain class,
whose interarrival times follow a phase-type distribution. As depicted in Fig. 6,
we distinguish between two different kinds of arrival processes depending on
whether the related customer population is unbounded or finite.

int_arr_time

rp1 deliver1 ,inf
rpn

delivern ,inf

(a) Arrival process for unbounded population

return 1 ,*
int_arr_time

return m ,*

rp1 deliver1 ,inf
rpn

delivern ,inf

(b) Arrival process for single customer of finite population

Fig. 6. Graphical representation of the arrival processes

In the case of an unbounded customer population, the customer interarrival
time distribution refers to the whole population, so there is no need to explicitly
model the return of a customer after its service termination. As an example,
the behavior of an AEI, which acts as an arrival process for an unbounded population of customers whose interarrival time is exponentially distributed with

rate λ, where each customer has a set of n different forks or service centers as
destinations chosen according to the intraclass routing probabilities rp1 , . . . , rpn ,
must be equivalent 3 to the following one:

UnboundedPopArrProc(void; void) =
<generate, λ>.UnboundedPopArrProc0 ()
UnboundedPopArrProc0 (void; void) =
choice
{
<choose1 , inf(1, rp1 )>.<deliver1 , inf>.UnboundedPopArrProc(),
..
.
<choosen , inf(1, rpn )>.<delivern , inf>.UnboundedPopArrProc()
}

with deliver1 , . . . , delivern being output interactions attached to input interactions of buffers (not related to join processes), fork processes with no buffer,
or service processes with no buffer. The specific syntax restriction requires that,
in order for an AEI to be classified as an arrival process for an unbounded population of customers, its behavior and interactions must be equivalent to the previous ones, with: the exponentially timed action possibly replaced by a term describing a more general phase-type distribution where UnboundedPopArrProc’()
is substituted for each occurrence of stop; the destination choice actions omitted if there is only one possible destination; the delivery actions possibly having
specific priority levels and specific weights if the related destinations are service
processes with no buffer.
If the customer population is finite, instead, then the customer interarrival
time distribution for the whole population varies proportionally to the number
of customers that are not requesting any service, hence the return of a customer
after its service termination must explicitly be modeled. In this case, the customers are represented separately through independent instances of the same
AET with the same individual interarrival time distribution, in order to easily
achieve the global interarrival time distribution scaling. For instance, the behavior of an AEI, which acts as an arrival process for a single customer belonging to
a finite population of customers whose individual interarrival time is exponentially distributed with rate λ, where the customer has a set of n different forks or
service centers as destinations chosen according to the intraclass routing probabilities rp1 , . . . , rpn and can return from m distinct joins or service processes,
must be equivalent to the following one:

3

In our framework, equivalence can formally be checked on the basis of the notion of
strong extended Markovian bisimulation [14].

SingleCustArrProc(void; void) =
<generate, λ>.SingleCustArrProc0 ()
SingleCustArrProc0 (void; void) =
choice
{
<choose1 , inf(1, rp1 )>.<deliver1 , inf>.SingleCustArrProc00 (),
..
.
<choosen , inf(1, rpn )>.<delivern , inf>.SingleCustArrProc00 ()
}
SingleCustArrProc00 (void; void) =
choice
{
<return1 , ∗>.SingleCustArrProc(),
..
.
<returnm , ∗>.SingleCustArrProc()
}
with: deliver1 , . . . , delivern being output interactions attached to input orinteractions of buffers (not related to join processes), fork processes with no
buffer, or service processes with no buffer; return1 , . . . , returnm being input
interactions attached to output or-interactions of join processes or service processes. The specific syntax restriction requires that, in order for an AEI to be
classified as an arrival process for a single customer belonging to a finite population of customers, its behavior and interactions must be equivalent to the
previous ones, with the remaining constraints similar to those for the arrival
processes for unbounded populations. In addition, all the AEIs modeling the
customers of the same finite population must be instances of the same AET
characterized by the same individual interarrival time distribution and must be
attached to the same input or-interactions of buffers (not related to join processes), fork processes with no buffer, or service processes with no buffer as well
as to the same output or-interactions of join processes or service processes.
To conclude, for the sequential compiler system of Sect. 2 we observe that
PG1 and PG2 are arrival processes for unbounded populations of customers of two
different classes, each having a single destination.
4.4

Buffers

A buffer is a repository of customers of different classes that are waiting to
be served. As depicted in Fig. 7, we distinguish between two different kinds of
buffers depending on their capacity.
In the case of an unbounded buffer, the incoming customers can always be
accommodated within the buffer. The specific syntax restriction requires that,
in order for an AEI to be classified as an unbounded buffer for n classes of customers, it must have a behavior equivalent to the following one:
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getn ,*

putn ,*

getn ,*

(a) Unbounded buffer

N1 ,...,Nn

put1 ,*
putn ,*

(b) Finite capacity buffer

Fig. 7. Graphical representation of the buffers

UnboundedBuffer(integer h1 , . . . , hn ; void) =
choice
{
<get1 , ∗>.UnboundedBuffer(h1 + 1, . . . , hn ),
..
.
<getn , ∗>.UnboundedBuffer(h1 , . . . , hn + 1),
cond(h1 > 0) −> <put1 , ∗>.UnboundedBuffer(h1 − 1, . . . , hn ),
..
.
cond(hn > 0) −> <putn , ∗>.UnboundedBuffer(h1 , . . . , hn − 1)
}
with: h1 , . . . , hn initially set to nonnegative integers; get1 , . . . , getn being input
interactions attached to output interactions of arrival processes, fork processes,
join processes, or service processes; put1 , . . . , putn being output interactions attached to input interactions of fork processes with buffer, join processes with
buffers, or service processes with buffer; geti being an input or-interaction if
the customers of class i belong to a finite population and come directly from
their arrival processes.
If the buffer capacity is finite, instead, then the incoming customers can be
accommodated only if the buffer capacity is not exceeded. The specific syntax
restriction requires that, in order for an AEI to be classified as a finite capacity
buffer for n classes of customers, where the customers of class i can occupy up to
Ni positions in the buffer, it must have a behavior equivalent to the following one:
FiniteCapBuffer(integer(0..N1 ) h1 , . . . , integer(0..Nn ) hn ; void) =
choice
{
cond(h1 < N1 ) −> <get1 , ∗>.FiniteCapBuffer(h1 + 1, . . . , hn ),
..
.
cond(hn < Nn ) −> <getn , ∗>.FiniteCapBuffer(h1 , . . . , hn + 1),
cond(h1 > 0) −> <put1 , ∗>.FiniteCapBuffer(h1 − 1, . . . , hn ),
..
.
cond(hn > 0) −> <putn , ∗>.FiniteCapBuffer(h1 , . . . , hn − 1)
}
with the remaining constraints equal to those for the unbounded buffers, except
for the fact that now the initial values of h1 , . . . , hn cannot exceed the corresponding capacities.

It is worth observing that the buffers outlined above do not make any assumption about the order in which the customers of the same class are taken
from the buffer with respect to the order in which they arrive at the buffer.
Therefore, from the point of view of the four average performance indices introduced in Sect. 3.1, such buffers can be used to support any queueing discipline
with noninterruptable service, like FCFS, LCFS, SIRO, and NP. On the contrary, the buffers above cannot be used to describe those queueing disciplines in
which the service of a customer can be interrupted (PP, LCFS-PR), or can be
divided into several rounds (RR, PS), or can immediately take place (IS).
To conclude, for the sequential compiler system of Sect. 2 we observe that
PB is an unbounded buffer for two classes of customers.
4.5

Fork Processes

A fork process handles the splitting of each request of the customers of a certain
class into several subrequests to be served in parallel by different service centers.
As depicted in Fig. 8, we distinguish between two different kinds of fork processes
depending on the presence or the absence of a buffer — modeled by another AEI
— where the customers can wait before being split.

select,inf

fork1 ,inf

0
arrive,*

forkn ,inf

forkn ,inf
(a) Fork process with buffer

fork1 ,inf

(b) Fork process with no buffer

Fig. 8. Graphical representation of the fork processes

In the case of a fork process equipped with a buffer, the description of the
fork process starts with the selection of the next customer to be split from the
buffer. The specific syntax restriction requires that, in order for an AEI to be
classified as a fork process equipped with a buffer, where the subrequests are
forwarded to n different forks or service centers, it must have a behavior equivalent to the following one:
ForkProcWithBuffer(void; void) =
<select, inf>.<fork1 , inf>. . . . .<forkn , inf>.ForkProcWithBuffer()
with: select being an input interaction attached to the output interaction of a
buffer; fork1 , . . . , forkn being output interactions attached to input interactions
of buffers (not related to join processes), fork processes with no buffer, or service
processes with no buffer; the fork actions possibly having specific priority levels
and specific weights if the related destinations are service processes with no
buffer.
In the case of a fork process with no buffer, instead, the description of the
fork process starts with the arrival of the next customer to be split directly from

an arrival process, a fork, a join, or a service center. The specific syntax restriction requires that, in order for an AEI to be classified as a fork process with
no buffer, where the subrequests are forwarded to n different forks or service
centers, it must have a behavior equivalent to the following one:
ForkProcNoBuffer(void; void) =
<arrive, ∗>.<fork1 , inf>. . . . .<forkn , inf>.ForkProcNoBuffer()
with arrive being an input interaction — or an input or-interaction if the
customers belong to a finite population and come directly from their arrival processes — attached to an output interaction of an arrival process, a fork process,
a join process, or a service process and the remaining constraints equal to those
for the fork processes equipped with a buffer.
4.6

Join Processes

A join process handles the merging of the subrequests of the customers of a
certain class after they have been served in parallel by different service centers.
As depicted in Fig. 9, we distinguish between two different kinds of join processes
depending on the presence or the absence of buffers — modeled by other AEIs
— where the subrequests can wait before being merged.
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Fig. 9. Graphical representation of the join processes

In the case of a join process equipped with buffers, the description of the join
process starts with the selection of the next subrequests to be merged from the
buffers. The specific syntax restriction requires that, in order for an AEI to be
classified as a join process equipped with buffers, where the subrequests are forwarded by several different joins or service centers and the result of the merging
has a set of n different finite population arrival processes, forks, joins, or service
centers as destinations chosen according to the intraclass routing probabilities
rp1 , . . . , rpn , it must have a behavior equivalent to the following one:
JoinProcWithBuffer(void; void) =
<join, inf>.JoinProcWithBuffer0 ()
JoinProcWithBuffer0 (void; void) =
choice
{
<choose1 , inf(1, rp1 )>.<leave1 , inf>.JoinProcWithBuffer(),
..
.
<choosen , inf(1, rpn )>.<leaven , inf>.JoinProcWithBuffer()
}

with: join being an input and-interaction attached to the output interaction
of each buffer; leave1 , . . . , leaven being output interactions attached to input
interactions of arrival processes for finite populations, buffers, fork processes with
no buffer, join processes with no buffers, or service processes with no buffer; the
destination choice actions omitted if there is only one possible destination; the
departure actions possibly having specific priority levels and specific weights
if the related destinations are service processes with no buffer; the departure
actions omitted if the related destinations are arrival processes for unbounded
populations; leavei being an output or-interaction if destination i is an arrival
process for a finite population.
In the case of a join process with no buffers, instead, the description of the
join process starts with the arrival of the subrequests to be merged directly from
a join or a service center. The specific syntax restriction requires that, in order
for an AEI to be classified as a join process with no buffers, with the same characteristics as in the previous example, it must have a behavior equivalent to the
following one:
JoinProcNoBuffer(void; void) =
<join, ∗>.JoinProcNoBuffer0 ()
JoinProcNoBuffer0 (void; void) =
choice
{
<choose1 , inf(1, rp1 )>.<leave1 , inf>.JoinProcNoBuffer(),
..
.
<choosen , inf(1, rpn )>.<leaven , inf>.JoinProcNoBuffer()
}
with join being an input and-interaction attached to output interactions of join
processes or service processes and the remaining constraints equal to those for
the join processes equipped with buffers.
4.7

Service Processes

A service process is a server for customers of different classes, whose service
times follow a phase-type distribution. As depicted in Fig. 10, we distinguish
between two different kinds of service processes depending on the presence or
the absence of a buffer — modeled by another AEI — where the customers can
wait before being served.
In the case of a service process equipped with a buffer, the description of
the service process starts with the selection of the next customer to be served
from the buffer. As an example, the behavior of an AEI, which acts as a service
process equipped with a buffer that serves customers of n different classes, where
each class i has priority prioi to be selected, probability probi to be selected
among the classes with the same priority, exponentially distributed service time
with rate µi , and a set of di different finite population arrival processes, forks,
joins, or service centers as destinations chosen according to the intraclass routing
probabilities rpi,1 , . . . , rpi,di , respectively, must be equivalent to the following
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Fig. 10. Graphical representation of the service processes

one:
ServProcWithBuffer(void; void) =
choice
{
<select1 , inf(prio1 , prob1 )>.ServProcWithBuffer01 (),
..
.
<selectn , inf(prion , probn )>.ServProcWithBuffer0n ()

}
ServProcWithBuffer0i (void; void) =
<servei , µi >.ServProcWithBuffer00i ()
ServProcWithBuffer00i (void; void) =
choice
{
<choosei , inf(1, rpi,1 )>.<leavei,1 , inf>.ServProcWithBuffer(),
..
.
<choosei , inf(1, rpi,di )>.<leavei,di , inf>.ServProcWithBuffer()
}
with: select1 , . . . , selectn being input interactions attached to the output interactions of a buffer; leave1,1 , . . . , leaven,dn being output interactions attached
to input interactions of arrival processes for finite populations, buffers, fork processes with no buffer, join processes with no buffers, or service processes with
no buffer. The specific syntax restriction requires that, in order for an AEI to
be classified as a service process equipped with a buffer, its behavior and interactions must be equivalent to the previous ones, with: the exponentially timed
actions possibly replaced for certain classes of customers by terms describing
more general phase-type distributions where ServProcWithBuffer00i () is substituted for each occurrence of stop; the destination choice actions omitted for
those classes of customers for which there is only one possible destination; the
departure actions possibly having specific priority levels and specific weights
if the related destinations are service processes with no buffer; the departure
actions omitted if the related destinations are arrival processes for unbounded
populations; the departure actions being output or-interactions if the related
destinations are arrival processes for finite populations.
In the case of a service process with no buffer, instead, the description of
the service process starts with the arrival of the next customer to be served di-

rectly from arrival processes, forks, joins, or service centers. As an example, the
behavior of an AEI, which acts as a service process with no buffer that serves
customers of n different classes, where each class i has the same characteristics
as in the previous example, must be equivalent to the following one:
ServProcNoBuffer(void; void) =
choice
{
<arrive1 , ∗>.ServProcNoBuffer01 (),
..
.
<arriven , ∗>.ServProcNoBuffer0n ()

}
ServProcNoBuffer0i (void; void) =
<servei , µi >.ServProcNoBuffer00i ()
ServProcNoBuffer00i (void; void) =
choice
{
<choosei , inf(1, rpi,1 )>.<leavei,1 , inf>.ServProcNoBuffer(),
..
.
<choosei , inf(1, rpi,di )>.<leavei,di , inf>.ServProcNoBuffer()
}
with: arrive1 , . . . , arriven being input interactions attached to output interactions of arrival processes, fork processes, join processes, or service processes;
leave1,1 , . . . , leaven,dn being output interactions attached to input interactions
of arrival processes for finite populations, buffers, fork processes with no buffer,
join processes with no buffers, or service processes with no buffer. The specific
syntax restriction requires that, in order for an AEI to be classified as a service
process with no buffer, its behavior and interactions must be equivalent to the
previous ones, with the arrival actions being input or-interactions if the related
customers belong to a finite population and come directly from their arrival processes, and the remaining constraints similar to those for the service processes
equipped with a buffer.
It is worth observing that the service processes above allow for classes of customers with different service priorities (NP) and with specific service frequencies
among classes with the same service priority (variants of SIRO). This is realized
in two different ways for the two kinds of service processes. For the service processes equipped with a buffer, the service priorities and the service frequencies
are expressed through the priority levels and the weights associated with the immediate selection actions. This is not possible in the case of the service processes
with no buffer, because the arrival actions are passive, hence their priority levels
and weights are reactive, i.e. their scope is limited to passive actions of the same
type, whereas the arrival actions for different classes of customers have different
types. This drawback is overcome by expressing the service priorities and the
service frequencies through the priority levels and the weigths of the immediate
output interactions of the arrival processes, fork processes, join processes, and
service processes that forward customers to the service processes without buffer.

The case of a service center composed of several identical and independent
servers is regulated by an additional specific syntax restriction. It requires first
of all that the service processes constituting the multi-server service center are
instances of the same AET with the same individual service time distribution
and the interactions attached to the same AEIs. Three cases then arise. In the
first case, the service processes share a buffer, from which they take all of their
customers. In this case, the put1 , . . . , putn actions of the buffer must be output or-interactions. In the second case, the service processes have no buffer and
receive some of their customers directly from arrival processes for unbounded
populations, fork processes, join processes, or service processes. Similarly to the
previous case, the output interactions of the upstream arrival processes for unbounded populations, fork processes, join processes, or service processes that
are related to the multi-server service center, must be output or-interactions.
In the third case, the service processes have no buffer and receive some of their
customers from arrival processes for finite populations. For each such upstream
arrival process, the action among deliver1 , . . . , delivern that is related to the
multi-server service center must be replaced in the specification of the arrival
process by as many alternative copies of it as there are service processes in the
multi-server service center.
To conclude, for the sequential compiler system of Sect. 2 we observe that
SC is a service process equipped with a buffer, which serves two different classes
of customers — returning to the unbounded populations to which they belong
— according to two different hypoexponential distributions.
4.8

Translating AEIs into QN Basic Elements

Given an Æmilia specification that satisfies both the general and the specific
syntax restrictions introduced in the previous sections, the translation of its
constituent AEIs into their corresponding QN basic elements is carried out by
applying a set of functions that provide the attributes that label the resulting
QN basic elements, as depicted in Fig. 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10.
There are two groups of functions. The functions of the first group play a
documental role and are subsequently used to assemble the QN basic elements
according to the attachments declared in the Æmilia specification. The functions
of the first group are qnbe, name, input, and output. When applied to an AEI,
qnbe determines whether it is an arrival process for an unbounded population
or a single customer belonging to a finite population, a buffer with unlimited
or finite capacity, a fork process with or without buffer, a join process with or
without buffers, or a service process with or without buffer. As an example, for
the sequential compiler system of Sect. 2 we have:
qnbe(PG1 ) = arrival process for an unbounded population
qnbe(PG2 ) = arrival process for an unbounded population
qnbe(PB) = unbounded buffer
qnbe(SC) = service process equipped with a buffer
The other three functions, instead, associate the name of the AEI with the corresponding QN basic element and label the incoming and outgoing arrow-headed

arcs of the QN basic element with the corresponding input and output interactions of the AEI, respectively. As an example:
name(PG1 ) = PG1
name(PG2 ) = PG2
name(PB) = PB
name(SC) = SC
input(PG1 ) = ∅
input(PG2 ) = ∅
input(PB) = {<get prog1 , ∗>, <get prog2 , ∗>}
input(SC) = {<select prog1 , inf>, <select prog2 , inf>}
output(PG1 ) = {<deliver prog, inf>}
output(PG2 ) = {<deliver prog, inf>}
output(PB) = {<put prog1 , ∗>, <put prog2 , ∗>}
output(SC) = ∅

pt distr (stop) = ∅
pt distr (<phase, λ>.E) = hypoexp(exp(λ), pt distr (E))
pt distr (choice
{
<branch1 , inf(1, w1 )>.E1 ,
..
.
<branchn , inf(l, wn )>.En
w1
})
= hyperexp( w1 +...+w
, pt distr (E1 );
n
..
.
wn
, pt distr (En ))
w1 +...+wn
pt distr (A(e)) = pt distr (E)
if A(x; y) = E
Table 3. Recursive definition of function pt distr

The functions of the second group are int arr time, capacity, queueing disc,
serv time, and intra routing prob:
– Function int arr time indicates the phase-type distribution governing the
interarrival times of the arrival processes. In the case of an AEI acting as
an arrival process for an unbounded population of customers (resp. for a
single customer belonging to a finite population), int arr time is the result of the application of function pt distr of Table 3 to the term equivalent
to UnboundedPopArrProc() (resp. SingleCustArrProc()), with each occurrence of the term equivalent to UnboundedPopArrProc’() (resp.
SingleCustArrProc’()) replaced by stop. As an example:
int arr time(PG1 ) = exp(λ1 )
int arr time(PG2 ) = exp(λ2 )

– Function capacity determines the capacity of the buffers. In the case of an
AEI acting as an unbounded buffer, the application of capacity yields ∞. In
the case of an AEI acting as a finite capacity buffer for n classes of customers,
where the customers of class i can occupy up to Ni positions in the buffer as
specified by the parameters of the AEI behavior, the application of capacity
yields N1 , . . . , Nn . As an example:
capacity(PB) = ∞
– Function queueing disc defines the queueing discipline of the buffers based
on the priority levels of the input interactions of the service processes to
which the buffers are attached. If all the input interactions of the service
process to which a buffer is attached have the same priority level, then the
application of queueing disc to the buffer yields FCFS, otherwise NP. As an
example:
queueing disc(PB) = FCFS
– Function serv time establishes the phase-type distribution governing the service times of the service processes. In the case of an AEI acting as a service process equipped with a buffer (resp. with no buffer) for n classes of
customers, serv time for class i is the result of the application of function pt distr of Table 3 to the term equivalent to ServProcWithBuffer0i ()
(resp. ServProcNoBuffer0i ()), with each occurrence of the term equivalent
to ServProcWithBuffer00i () (resp. ServProcNoBuffer00i ()) replaced by stop.
As an example:
serv time(SC, 1) = hypoexp(exp(µl ), exp(µp ), exp(µc ), exp(µo ), exp(µg ))
serv time(SC, 2) = hypoexp(exp(µl ), exp(µp ), exp(µc ), exp(µg ))
– Function intra routing prob reports the intraclass routing probabilities for
the customers of a certain class leaving an arrival process, a join process,
or a service process. It is simply derived from the weights of the choice actions of the QN basic element from which the customers of the considered
class depart. It is worth observing that, in the case of a join process or a
service process, this function returns a value also for a destination given by
an arrival process for an unbounded customer population, and that, for a
complete graphical representation of the considered QN basic element, such
a value must label the join process or service process despite of the absence
of the related outgoing arrow-headed arc. As an example:
intra routing prob(PG1 , 1, PB) = 1
intra routing prob(PG2 , 2, PB) = 1
intra routing prob(SC, 1, −) = 1
intra routing prob(SC, 2, −) = 1
We conclude by showing in Fig. 11 the QN basic elements associated with
the AEIs constituting the sequential compiler system.
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Fig. 11. QN basic elements of SeqCompSys

4.9

Attachment Driven Composition of QN Basic Elements

Given an Æmilia specification that satisfies both the general and the specific syntax restrictions introduced in the previous sections, once each of its constituent
AEIs has been mapped to its corresponding QN basic element, the translation
is completed by connecting the resulting QN basic elements according to the
attachments declared in the Æmilia specification. Graphically, this amounts to
superposing the arrow-headed arcs of the QN basic elements corresponding to
interactions attached to each other. The obtained QN is closed if there are no
arrival processes, in which case the QN population is given by the summation
of the initial number of customers in each buffer.
It is worth observing that the specific syntax restrictions ensure the correct
composition of the QN basic elements obtained from the translation of the AEIs
declared in the Æmilia specification, because the restrictions impose that:
– The input interactions of an arrival process for a finite population cannot be
attached to output interactions of other arrival processes, buffers, and fork
processes.
– The output interactions of an arrival process cannot be attached to input
interactions of other arrival processes for finite populations, buffers related
to join processes, and join processes with no buffers.
– The input interactions of a buffer cannot be attached to output interactions
of other buffers.
– The output interactions of a buffer cannot be attached to input interactions
of arrival processes for finite populations and other buffers.
– The output interactions of a fork process cannot be attached to input interactions of arrival processes for finite populations, buffers related to join
processes, and join processes with no buffers.
– The input interactions of a join process cannot be attached to output interactions of arrival processes and fork processes.
– Suitable or-interactions are used in the case of arrival processes for finite
populations as well as multi-server service centers.
– Suitable and-interactions are used in the case of join processes.
We conclude by showing in Fig. 12 the QN associated with the Æmilia specification of the sequential compiler system of Sect. 2.
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Fig. 12. QN associated with SeqCompSys

5

A Practical Methodology

When tackling the construction of a software system, at the SA design level there
are two main issues related to the system performance. First, the designer may
need to choose among several alternative SAs for the system under study, with
the choice being driven especially by performance considerations. Second, for a
specific SA of the system under study, the designer may want to understand
whether its performance can be improved and, if so, it would be desirable for
the designer to have some diagnostic information that guide the modification
of the SA itself. In this section we show how these two issues can be addressed
in practice by employing a methodology based on the translation of Æmilia
specifications into QN models, which allows for a quick prediction, improvement,
and comparison of the performance of different SAs for the system under study.
Before illustrating the methodology, it is worth recalling that the use of
an ADL like Æmilia in the methodology is due to the fact that Æmilia comes
equipped with an analysis machinery that supports both functional verification
and performance evaluation, together with some SA level checks. On the other
hand, the use of QNs in the methodology is motivated by their capability of
providing performance indices both at their constituent service center level and
at the overall network level. Another advantage is that the local performance
indices can be interpreted back on the components of the architectural specification and used as a feedback to ameliorate the performance of the architectural
specification.
The methodology focuses on the four average performance measures mentioned in Sect. 3.1, which will be computed for groups of software components
forming a QN service center:
– The throughput is a measure of the productivity of the service centers, so it
can provide information about those components that are bottlenecks, i.e.
those components that are responsible for degrading the system performance.
– The utilization is the fraction of time during which a service center is being
used. In software component terms, this amounts to the fraction of time
during which the code of a group of components is being executed, so it
supplies useful information, which may be exploited at deployment time,
about the relative usage of computational resources by different software
components.

– The mean number of customers present in a service center is an indicator
to be used for a reasonable dimensioning of buffers and data repositories in
general, in order to avoid performance degradation due to code execution
blocking (under-sized buffers) and waste of memory (over-sized buffers).
– The mean response time is the time spent on average by a customer within
a service center. In software component terms, this essentially amounts to
the expected running time of a group of software components for a complete
execution of their code. In other terms, it is a measure of the quality of
service perceived by a generic user of the software system.
The four average performance measures considered above, although generally
useful for the feedback they quickly provide, are not necessarily connected in
a specific way to the performance requirements of the system under study. In
addition to that, as we shall see they are usually computed after applying some
approximations at the Æmilia specification level or at the QN level. As a consequence, the methodology must be complemented by an additional phase, in
which the exact Æmilia specification of the chosen SA is checked against the
specific performance requirements.
The various phases of the methodology are depicted in Fig 13. Given a set of
(functional and performance) requirements characterizing the software system
under study, the designer can devise multiple alternative SAs that should meet
the requirements. Such SAs are typically expressed in an informal way, e.g. in
natural language or through box-and-line diagrams (phase 1). Then the designer
works on each SA separately.
First of all, since the SA must be analyzed, its informal description must be
converted by the designer into a component-oriented formal representation supporting both functional verification and performance evaluation. This is carried
out by the designer using Æmilia (phase 2).
The Æmilia specification produced for the SA does not necessarily satisfy the
syntax restrictions that make it possible to translate the specification into a QN
model. In such a case, the original Æmilia specification must be approximated
with another Æmilia specification that meets both the general restrictions and
the specific restrictions, so that it can be converted into a QN (phase 3). The
approximation must be conducted in a way that every original AEI becomes
an arrival process, a buffer with a noninterruptable queueing discipline, a fork
process, a join process, or a service process, with the appropriate attachments.
This may require that the behavior of some AEI is modified. This happens
e.g. when some scheduling algorithm based on PP, LCFS-PR, RR, PS, or IS
is adopted within an AEI, which needs to be approximated with a noninterruptable discipline. 4 In addition, the approximation may require adding new
AEIs or deleting existing AEIs. This is the case e.g. when an AEI contains several alternative exponentially timed actions, which means that the AEI is the
combination of several components running in parallel that must therefore be
4

According to the results mentioned at the end of Sect. 3.1, this approximation may
be exact with respect to the four average performance indices of interest.
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Fig. 13. Phases of the methodology

represented separately. The approximation is justified at this level of abstraction
by the fact that we are more interested in getting a quick indication about the
performance of the SA, rather than in its precise evaluation.
The Æmilia specification is then automatically translated into a QN based
performance model, in accordance with the guidelines provided in Sect. 3.1
(phase 4).
The QN model obtained for the SA is not necessarily product form, which
may hamper a quick computation of the four average performance measures of
interest at the component level as well as at the overall system level. In such
a case, the original QN model must be approximated with another QN model
that hopefully is product form, with the approximation aiming at transforming
every service center of the QN into a QS M/M/1 or a QS M/M/m with possibly
variable arrival rates (phase 5):
– Finite, nonzero capacity buffers must be transformed into unbounded buffers,
and similarly NP must be transformed into FCFS. This is not a problem at
this stage as we are more interested in finding a reasonable size and queueing
discipline for the buffers, rather than working with a size and a queueing discipline fixed a priori. However, zero capacity buffers cannot be approximated
as seen before, because their performance would be significantly altered.
– Since we are considering only noninterruptable, nonprioritized queueing disciplines, phase-type distributed interarrival times and service times must be
approximated with exponentially distributed interarrival times and service
times having the same expected values as the original ones, respectively.
– For each multi-class service center, the classes must be approximated with
a single class whose service time distribution is the convex combination of
the original (exponential) service time distributions, with the coefficients being given by the interclass routing probabilities of the original classes. The
resulting hyperexponential service time distribution must then be approximated with an exponential service time distribution with the same expected
value. 5
– As far as the arrival processes are concerned, we recall that the overall arrival
rate for an unbounded customer population (represented by a single arrival
process) is constant, whereas the overall arrival rate for a finite customer
population (represented by several arrival processes) is variable. Such overall
arrival rates convey useful information to be exploited when computing the
interclass routing probabilities needed for the approximation of multi-class
service centers with single-class service centers. We also recall that the total
arrival rate for a service center having several external arrivals is the sum
of the overall arrival rates of the different populations of customers that can
get to the service center.
Although the perturbation of the four average performance measures introduced
by the approximations above cannot easily be quantified, it is worth reminding
5

If all the classes have the same (exponential) service time distribution, then the
overall service time distribution coincides with the original one and no further approximation is needed.

that, as observed in [37], QN models are in general robust, i.e. their approximate
analysis is in any case useful to get some indications about the performance of
the systems they represent. With respect to the architectural level of abstraction, the approximations above are justified in the framework of the proposed
methodology by the fact that we are more interested in getting a quick feedback
about how to improve the average performance of a specific SA or making a rapid
comparison of the average performance of architectural alternatives, rather than
in a precise performance evaluation. This is conducted anyhow, but only in the
last phase of the methodology, in order to make sure that the exact Æmilia
specification of the best architectural design, selected with respect to the four
average performance indices possibly after some approximations, actually meets
the specific performance requirements.
The QN model for the SA is subsequently evaluated in order to compute
the throughput, the utilization, the mean number of customers, and the mean
response time for each service center, as well as the corresponding measures for
the overall QN, in different scenarios (phase 6):
– Such an evaluation preliminarily requires the parameterization of the QN
and the characterization of its workload. Since the Æmilia specifications are
already parameterized and their translation into QN models preserves the
parameterization, the QN model for the SA is parameterized by construction. As far as the characterization of the workload is concerned, we have to
include in the Æmilia specification suitable arrival processes for those service centers with external arrivals and to establish the number of customers
initially present in each buffer.
– The evaluation of the QN then proceeds in accordance with some scenarios
of interest, which are derived by playing with the arrival rates and the service rates. As an example, the four average performance measures can be
computed under light and heavy load, by making the interrival rates vary
from small values to values close to those of the service rates (without violating stability), or by changing the numbers of customers initially in the
buffers from small values (close to zero) to large values (close to the buffer
capacities). As another example, it is useful to assess how the four average
performance measures vary in the case in which all the service centers have
service rates of the same order of magnitude, in the case in which there is
one service center whose service rate is some orders of magnitude smaller
than the service rates of the other service centers, and in the more general
case in which the rates of all the service centers range in an interval between
a minimum rate and a maximum rate that are some orders of magnitude
apart.
– The evaluation of the QN can be accomplished on the basis of the selected
scenarios in three different ways. The most convenient way is symbolic analysis, which is possible only if the QN is open and product form and has a
simple topology. In this case the four average performance measures are expressed through a suitable combination of the formulas at the end of Sect. 3.1,
which is particularly desirable at the architectural level of design, as usually

the actual values of the arrival rates and the service rates are not known
yet in this early stage. If the QN is product form but it is not open or it
has not a simple topology, then the four average performance measures are
calculated after solving the traffic equations or by applying some algorithm
like MVA, which require the specification of the values of the arrival rates,
the service rates, and the intraclass routing probabilities. In this case, the
specification of the parameter values will be driven by the selected scenarios.
If the QN is not product form, as may happen in the case in which some
buffers have zero capacity or there are forks and joins, then we resort to approximation algorithms, which again require the scenario driven specification
of the parameter values.

Once the values of the four average performance indices for the SA are available in the selected scenarios, they are interpreted back on the Æmilia specification of the SA at the level of the groups of components forming the QN service
centers (phase 7). On the basis of such a component-oriented feedback, the designer can make some modification on the SA to improve its performance and
return to phase 2, or proceed with the next phase.
When the predict-improve cycle is terminated for every SA devised for the
system under study, all the alternative SAs are compared on the basis of the
four average performance measures in different scenarios, in order to single out
the best one (phase 8). Of course, the scenario driven comparison should be fair,
which means that all the alternative SAs should be given comparable workloads
in each scenario. In addition, we note that the outcomes of the comparison in
different scenarios may be different. In this case, the best SA must be selected
by taking into account the frequency with which every considered scenario can
arise in practice.
Finally, the chosen SA is checked against the specific performance requirements of the system under study (phase 9). As explained at the beginning of
this section, this is needed because the four average performance measures used
to choose among the alternative SAs are not necessarily connected in a specific
way to the performance requirements, so we do not know whether the best SA
selected on the basis of the four average performance measures actually meets
the performance requirements. Moreover, we have to take into account that the
Æmilia specification or the QN model of the chosen SA might have been approximated in the previous phases, while now we have to consider the exact Æmilia
specification of the chosen SA. The check of such an exact Æmilia specification can be accomplished by formally specifying the performance requirements
through reward structures and temporal logic formulas [14, 22, 5]. If the outcome
of the check is positive, then the application of the methodology terminates, otherwise the designer has to reconsider the performance requirements — as they
may turn out to be impossible to meet — and apply the methodology again.

6

Comparing Three Different Compiler Architectures

The compiler shown in Table 2, whose QN model is reported in Fig. 12, examines
one source program at a time, i.e. it is a completely sequential compiler. In this
section we consider two different architectures realizing a pipeline compiler and
a concurrent compiler, respectively, and we apply the methodology described in
Sect. 5 to compare the three alternative architectures. This requires specifying
the pipeline compiler and the concurrent compiler in Æmilia, building their associated QN models as described in Sect. 4, and computing the four average
performance measures on the three QN models in some scenarios of interest.
6.1

Æmilia Specification of the Pipeline Compiler

The architecture for the pipeline compiler allows the various compilation phases
to work on different programs. This is achieved by splitting the various phases
into different AETs — one for the lexer, one for the parser, one for the type
checker, one for the code optimizer, and one for the code generator — and by
providing each such AET with its own buffer.
The pipeline compiler system, which includes the arrival sources for the two
classes of programs, is graphically represented in Fig. 14, while its Æmilia specification is given in Tables 4, 5, and 6. Each compilation phase is modeled by a
specific AET. In addition, there are two further AETs that model unbounded
FCFS buffers accepting one class of programs — for the optimizer — or two
classes of programs — for all the other compilation phases. The declared AEIs
and their attachments ensure that the compilation phases are combined in the
correct order and that each phase is provided with its own buffer, so making
it possible the simultaneous compilation of several programs at different stages.
PipeCompSys is the output of phase 2 of the methodology for the pipeline architecture. Since it satifies all the syntax restrictions of Sect. 4, it is also the output
of phase 3.
6.2

QN Model of the Pipeline Compiler

In order to carry out phase 4 for the pipeline architecture, we apply the functions
defined in Sect. 4.8 to the AEIs of PipeCompSys, thus obtaining their corresponding QN basic elements. In particular, the service time of each class of programs
within each service process is exponentially distributed as follows:
serv time(L, 1) = serv time(L, 2) = exp(µl )
serv time(P, 1) = serv time(P, 2) = exp(µp )
serv time(C, 1) = serv time(C, 2) = exp(µc )
serv time(O) = exp(µo )
serv time(G, 1) = serv time(G, 2) = exp(µg )
By connecting the QN basic elements according to the attachments, we then
obtain the QN model depicted in Fig. 15, where the actions labeling the arrows
have been omitted for the sake of readability. Note that the QN structure closely
resembles the structure of the graphical description in Fig. 14, making it easier
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PipeCompSys(rate λ1 , λ2 , µl , µp , µc , µo , µg )

ARCHI ELEM TYPES
ELEM TYPE
BEHAVIOR

ProgGenT(rate λ)
ProgGen(void; void) =
<generate prog, λ>.<deliver prog, inf>.ProgGen()

INPUT INTERACTIONS
OUTPUT INTERACTIONS UNI deliver prog
ELEM TYPE
BEHAVIOR

OneClassBufferT(integer h)
OneClassBuffer(integer h; void) =
choice
{
<get item, ∗>.OneClassBuffer(h + 1),
cond(h > 0) −> <put item, ∗>.
OneClassBuffer(h − 1)
}
INPUT INTERACTIONS UNI get item
OUTPUT INTERACTIONS UNI put item

ELEM TYPE
BEHAVIOR

TwoClassesBufferT(integer h1 , h2 )
TwoClassesBuffer(integer h1 , h2 ; void) =
choice
{
<get item1 , ∗>.TwoClassesBuffer(h1 + 1, h2 ),
<get item2 , ∗>.TwoClassesBuffer(h1 , h2 + 1),
cond(h1 > 0) −> <put item1 , ∗>.
TwoClassesBuffer(h1 − 1, h2 ),
cond(h2 > 0) −> <put item2 , ∗>.
TwoClassesBuffer(h1 , h2 − 1)
}
INPUT INTERACTIONS UNI get item1 ; get item2
OUTPUT INTERACTIONS UNI put item1 ; put item2

ELEM TYPE
BEHAVIOR

LexerT(rate µl )
Lexer(void; void) =
choice
{
<get prog1 , inf>.<recognize tokens, µl >.
<send tokens1 , inf>.Lexer(),
<get prog2 , inf>.<recognize tokens, µl >.
<send tokens2 , inf>.Lexer()
}
INPUT INTERACTIONS UNI select prog1 ; select prog2
OUTPUT INTERACTIONS UNI send tokens1 ; send tokens2
Table 4. Textual description of PipeCompSys — first part

ELEM TYPE
BEHAVIOR

ParserT(rate µp )
Parser(void; void) =
choice
{
<get tokens1 , inf>.<parse phrases, µp >.
<send phrases1 , inf>.Parser(),
<get tokens2 , inf>.<parse phrases, µp >.
<send phrases2 , inf>.Parser()
}
INPUT INTERACTIONS UNI get tokens1 ; get tokens2
OUTPUT INTERACTIONS UNI send phrases1 ; send phrases2

ELEM TYPE
BEHAVIOR

CheckerT(rate µc )
Checker(void; void) =
choice
{
<get phrases1 , inf>.<check phrases, µc >.
<send checked phrases1 , inf>.Checker(),
<get phrases2 , inf>.<check phrases, µc >.
<send checked phrases2 , inf>.Checker()
}
INPUT INTERACTIONS UNI get phrases1 ; get phrases2
OUTPUT INTERACTIONS UNI send checked phrases1 ; send checked phrases2

ELEM TYPE
BEHAVIOR

OptimizerT(rate µo )
Optimizer(void; void) =
<get checked phrases, inf>.
<optimize phrases, µo >.
<send optimized phrases, inf>.Optimizer()
INPUT INTERACTIONS UNI get checked phrases
OUTPUT INTERACTIONS UNI send optimized phrases

ELEM TYPE
BEHAVIOR

GeneratorT(rate µg )
Generator(void; void) =
choice
{
<get optimized phrases, inf>.
<generate code, µg >.Generator(),
<get checked phrases, inf>.
<generate code, µg >.Generator()
}
INPUT INTERACTIONS UNI get optimized phrases; get checked phrases
OUTPUT INTERACTIONS
Table 5. Textual description of PipeCompSys — second part

ARCHI TOPOLOGY
ARCHI ELEM INSTANCES PG1 : ProgGenT(λ1 );
PG2 : ProgGenT(λ2 );
LB : TwoClassesBufferT(0, 0);
L : LexerT(µl );
PB : TwoClassesBufferT(0, 0);
P : ParserT(µp );
CB : TwoClassesBufferT(0, 0);
C : CheckerT(µc );
OB : OneClassBufferT(0);
O : OptimizerT(µo );
GB : TwoClassesBufferT(0, 0);
G : GeneratorT(µg );
ARCHI INTERACTIONS
ARCHI ATTACHMENTS

FROM PG1 .deliver prog TO LB.get item1 ;
FROM PG2 .deliver prog TO LB.get item2 ;
FROM LB.put item1 TO L.get prog1 ;
FROM LB.put item2 TO L.get prog2 ;
FROM L.send tokens1 TO PB.get item1 ;
FROM L.send tokens2 TO PB.get item2 ;
FROM PB.put item1 TO P.get tokens1 ;
FROM PB.put item2 TO P.get tokens2 ;
FROM P.send phrases1 TO CB.get item1 ;
FROM P.send phrases2 TO CB.get item2 ;
FROM CB.put item1 TO C.get phrases1 ;
FROM CB.put item2 TO C.get phrases2 ;
FROM C.send checked phrases1 TO OB.get item;
FROM C.send checked phrases2 TO GB.get item2 ;
FROM OB.put item TO O.get checked phrases;
FROM O.send optimized phrases TO GB.get item1 ;
FROM GB.put item1 TO G.get optimized phrases;
FROM GB.put item2 TO G.get checked phrases

END
Table 6. Textual description of PipeCompSys — third part

to interpret at the architectural description level the performance results that
will be obtained at the QN level.
PipeCompSys
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Fig. 15. QN associated with PipeCompSys

6.3

Æmilia Specification of the Concurrent Compiler

The architecture for the concurrent compiler consists of two sequential compilers
operating in parallel and taking the programs from a shared buffer. Its graphical
representation is shown in Fig. 16, while its Æmilia description is reported in
Table 7. The difference with respect to SeqCompSys is that in ConcCompSys there
are two instances of SC and the output interactions of the buffer are declared to
be or-interactions, thus forwarding programs to either of the two instances of SC.
It is easy to see that ConcCompSys satisfies all the syntax restrictions of Sect. 4.
select_prog1
PG1

deliver_prog
get_prog1
get_prog2

PG2

deliver_prog

SC1

put_prog1
select_prog2
PB

select_prog1
put_prog2

SC2
select_prog2

Fig. 16. Graphical description of ConcCompSys

6.4

QN Model of the Concurrent Compiler

The QN for ConcCompSys is shown in Fig. 17, where once again the action
labeling the arrows have been omitted for simplicity. Differently from the QN
for SeqCompSys, now we have a service center with two servers.

ARCHI TYPE

ConcCompSys(rate λ1 , λ2 , µl , µp , µc , µo , µg )

ARCHI ELEM TYPES
ELEM TYPE
BEHAVIOR

ProgGenT(rate λ)
ProgGen(void; void) =
<generate prog, λ>.<deliver prog, inf>.ProgGen()

INPUT INTERACTIONS
OUTPUT INTERACTIONS UNI deliver prog
ELEM TYPE
BEHAVIOR

ProgBufferT(integer h1 , h2 )
ProgBuffer(integer h1 , h2 ; void) =
choice
{
<get prog1 , ∗>.ProgBuffer(h1 + 1, h2 ),
<get prog2 , ∗>.ProgBuffer(h1 , h2 + 1),
cond(h1 > 0) −> <put prog1 , ∗>.ProgBuffer(h1 − 1, h2 ),
cond(h2 > 0) −> <put prog2 , ∗>.ProgBuffer(h1 , h2 − 1)
}
INPUT INTERACTIONS UNI get prog1 ; get prog2
OUTPUT INTERACTIONS OR put prog1 ; put prog2

ELEM TYPE
BEHAVIOR

SeqCompT(rate µl , µp , µc , µo , µg )
SeqComp(void; void) =
choice
{
<select prog1 , inf>.<recognize tokens, µl >.
<parse phrases, µp >.<check phrases, µc >.
<optimize code, µo >.<generate code, µg >.SeqComp(),
<select prog2 , inf>.<recognize tokens, µl >.
<parse phrases, µp >.<check phrases, µc >.
<generate code, µg >.SeqComp()
}
INPUT INTERACTIONS UNI select prog1 ; select prog2
OUTPUT INTERACTIONS

ARCHI TOPOLOGY
ARCHI ELEM INSTANCES PG1 : ProgGenT(λ1 );
PG2 : ProgGenT(λ2 );
PB : ProgBufferT(0, 0);
SC1 , SC2 : SeqCompT(µl , µp , µc , µo , µg )
ARCHI INTERACTIONS
ARCHI ATTACHMENTS

FROM PG1 .deliver prog TO PB.get prog1 ;
FROM PG2 .deliver prog TO PB.get prog2 ;
FROM PB.put prog1 TO SC1 .select prog1 ;
FROM PB.put prog1 TO SC2 .select prog1 ;
FROM PB.put prog2 TO SC1 .select prog2 ;
FROM PB.put prog2 TO SC2 .select prog2

END
Table 7. Textual description of ConcCompSys
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Fig. 17. QN associated with ConcCompSys

6.5

Analysis of the Sequential Compiler

We now return to the sequential architecture and we evaluate it with respect to
the four average performance measures in a given set of scenarios of interest. Let
us concentrate on a specific scenario in this set, which is characterized by certain
actual values for the numeric parameters of SeqCompSys denoted by λseq,1 , λseq,2 ,
µseq,l , µseq,p , µseq,c , µseq,o , and µseq,g . Before proceeding with phase 6, we observe
that the QN model associated with SeqCompSys, which is shown in Fig. 12, is
closely related to a QS M/M/1. To transform it into a QS M/M/1, we perform
phase 5 as follows:
– The two arrival processes are merged into a single arrival process with arrival
rate λseq = λseq,1 + λseq,2 . We observe that the probability that an incoming
program belongs to class 1 (resp. 2) is λseq,1 /λseq (resp. λseq,2 /λseq ).
– The hypoexponential service time for the first class of programs is approximated with an exponential service time with rate µseq,1 such that
−1
−1
−1
−1
−1
µ−1
seq,1 = µseq,l + µseq,p + µseq,c + µseq,o + µseq,g .
– The hypoexponential service time for the second class of programs is approximated with an exponential service time with rate µseq,2 such that
−1
−1
−1
−1
µ−1
seq,2 = µseq,l + µseq,p + µseq,c + µseq,g .
– The two classes of programs are merged into a single class, whose hyperexponential service time is approximated with an exponential service time
−1
−1
with rate µseq such that µ−1
seq = (λseq,1 /λseq ) · µseq,1 + (λseq,2 /λseq ) · µseq,2 .
Denoted by ρseq = λseq /µseq the traffic intensity of the resulting QS M/M/1
approximating the open QN model for the sequential architecture, and assumed
ρseq < 1, phase 6 is conducted symbolically by employing the first group of
formulas at the end of Sect. 3.1. The results of the evaluation are reported in
Table 8.
6.6

Analysis of the Pipeline Compiler

As far as the evaluation of the pipeline architecture is concerned, after denoting
by λpipe,1 , λpipe,2 , µpipe,l , µpipe,p , µpipe,c , µpipe,o , and µpipe,g the actual values

Compiler throughput:
X seq = λseq
Compiler utilization:
U seq = ρseq
Mean number of programs in the compiler: N seq = ρseq /(1 − ρseq )
Mean compilation time:
Rseq = 1/[µseq · (1 − ρseq )]
Table 8. Symbolic evaluation for the sequential architecture

for the numeric parameters of PipeCompSys that characterize a certain scenario,
we note that the application of phase 5 to the QN of Fig. 15 simply boils down
to merging the two arrival processes into a single arrival process with arrival
rate λpipe = λpipe,1 + λpipe,2 . The multi-class service processes for the lexer, the
parser, the checker, and the generator are trivially converted into single-class
service processes with service rates µpipe,l , µpipe,p , µpipe,c , and µpipe,g , respectively, as the two classes of programs have the same service rate in each of the
four multi-class service processes.
The resulting open QN model, which is used in phase 6, is product form and is
symbolically evaluated by decomposing it into five QSs M/M/1 with the appropriate arrival rates. In particular, at equilibrium the arrival rate for the lexer,
the parser, the checker, and the generator is λpipe , while the arrival rate for
the optimizer is λpipe,1 . As a consequence, the probability that a program leaving the checker enters the optimizer (resp. the generator) is λpipe,1 /λpipe (resp.
λpipe,2 /λpipe ). Another consequence is that the traffic intensity for the lexer,
the parser, the checker, and the generator is ρpipe,j = λpipe /µpipe,j where j ∈
{l, p, c, g}, while the traffic intensity for the optimizer is ρpipe,o = λpipe,1 /µpipe,o .
Assuming that the QN is stable, which means that each of its service centers is
stable, i.e. λpipe < min(µpipe,l , µpipe,p , µpipe,c , µpipe,o · (λpipe /λpipe,1 ), µpipe,g ), we
symbolically derive the four average performance indices both for the various
compilation phases and for the overall pipeline compiler, as reported in Table 9.

Phase j throughput:

X pipe,j = λpipe for j ∈ {l, p, c, g}
X pipe,o = λpipe,1
Phase j utilization:
U pipe,j = ρpipe,j
Mean number of programs in phase j:
N pipe,j = ρpipe,j /(1 − ρpipe,j )
Mean duration of phase j:
Rpipe,j = 1/[µpipe,j · (1 − ρpipe,j )]
Compiler throughput:
X pipe = X pipe,g
Q
Compiler utilization:
U pipe = 1 − j (1 − U pipe,j )
P
Mean number of programs in the compiler: N pipe = j N pipe,j
Mean compilation time:

Rpipe =

λpipe,1
λpipe
λpipe,2
λpipe

·
·

P
Rpipe,j +
Pj
j6=o

Rpipe,j

Table 9. Symbolic evaluation for the pipeline architecture

6.7

Analysis of the Concurrent Compiler

We denote by λconc,1 , λconc,2 , µconc,l , µconc,p , µconc,c , µconc,o , and µconc,g the
actual values for the numeric parameters of ConcCompSys with respect to a
certain scenario. The QN model associated with ConcCompSys, which is shown
in Fig. 17, can easily be transformed into a QS M/M/2 by performing phase 5
as in the case of SeqCompSys.
Denoted by ρconc = λconc /(2 · µconc ) the traffic intensity of the resulting QS
M/M/2 approximating the open QN model for the concurrent architecture, and
assumed ρconc < 1, phase 6 is conducted symbolically by employing the second
group of formulas at the end of Sect. 3.1 with m = 2. The results of the evaluation
are reported in Table 10.

Compiler throughput:
X conc = λconc
Compiler utilization:
U conc = 2 · ρconc /(1 + ρconc )
Mean number of programs in the compiler: N conc = 2 · ρconc /(1 − ρ2conc )
Mean compilation time:
Rconc = 1/[µconc · (1 − ρ2conc )]
Table 10. Symbolic evaluation for the concurrent architecture

6.8

Comparison of the Three Architectures

Due to the simplicity of the three architectures, for each of them phase 7 is
skipped altogether. So, we can finally compare the sequential architecture, the
pipeline architecture, and the concurrent architecture on the basis of the four
average performance indices that we have symbolically computed (phase 8). In
order to perform a fair comparison, we assume that in every scenario the compilation phases have the same duration for the three architectures, i.e. µseq,j =
µpipe,j = µconc,j ≡ µj for all j ∈ {l, p, c, o, g}. On the contrary, the three arrival
rates λseq , λpipe , and λconc can freely vary provided that they preserve the frequency of each class of programs, i.e. λseq,c /λseq = λpipe,c /λpipe = λconc,c /λconc ≡
pc for all c ∈ {1, 2}.
We focus on two different scenarios and we concentrate only on the mean
number of programs that are compiled per unit of time, as analogous results can
be derived for the other three average performance indices. In the first scenario,
we assume that the three architectures undergo to a light workload. In this
case, the specific architecture does not really matter, as the relations among
the three throughputs directly depend on the relations among the three arrival
rates: X t1 R X t2 if and only if λt1 R λt2 , with t1 , t2 ∈ {seq, pipe, conc} and
R ∈ {<, =, >}.
In the second scenario, instead, we assume that the three architectures undergo to a heavy workload. This means that the values of the three arrival

rates are such that all the architectures work close to their maximum throughputs, which can be derived from the corresponding stability conditions. In the
case of the sequential architecture, λseq is close to X seq,max = µseq , with µ−1
seq =
P
P
−1
p1 · j µ−1
+p
·
µ
.
In
the
case
of
the
pipeline
architecture,
λ
is
close
to
2
pipe
j
j6=o j
X pipe,max = min(µl , µp , µc , µo /p1 , µg ). In the case of theP
concurrent architecture,
P
−1
−1
λconc is close to X conc,max = 2 · µconc , with µ−1
=
p
·
1
conc
j µj + p2 ·
j6=o µj .
In this scenario, for an accurate comparison it is worth considering the three
following sub-scenarios:
– In the first sub-scenario, the five compilation phases have approximatively
the same average duration, i.e. µl ∼
= µp ∼
= µc ∼
= µo ∼
= µg ≡ µ. In this case
−1
∼
∼
X seq,max = (4 + p1 ) · µ, X pipe,max = µ, and X conc,max ∼
= 2 · (4 + p1 )−1 · µ. It
follows that:
X pipe,max /X seq,max ∼
= 4 + p1
X pipe,max /X conc,max ∼
= 2 + 0.5 · p1
X conc,max /X seq,max ∼
=2
Therefore, in this sub-scenario, the pipeline architecture outperforms — in
terms of mean number of programs compiled per unit of time — the sequential architecture (resp. the concurrent architecture) of a factor that ranges
between 4 and 5 (resp. between 2 and 2.5) depending on the frequency of
the programs of class 1. In addition, we see that the concurrent architecture
outperforms the sequential architecture of a factor 2. We conclude that in
this sub-scenario the pipeline architecture is the architecture of choice.
– In the second sub-scenario, there is one compilation phase, say lexical analysis, whose average duration is several orders of magnitude greater than the
average duration of the other phases, i.e. µl ¿ µj for all j ∈ {p, c, o, g}. In
this case X seq,max ∼
= µl , X pipe,max = µl , and X conc,max ∼
= 2 · µl . It follows that:
X pipe,max /X seq,max ∼
=1
X conc,max /X pipe,max ∼
=2
X conc,max /X seq,max ∼
=2
We conclude that in this sub-scenario, in which one of the five phases is a
bottleneck, splitting the various phases among different components operating in parallel brings no advantage, and the architecture of choice is the
concurrent one.
– In the third sub-scenario, the average durations of the five compilation phases
range between a minimum value and a maximum value that are several orders of magnitude apart, i.e. µmin ≤ µj ≤ µmax for all j ∈ {l, p, c, o, g} with
µmin ¿ µmax . In this case (4 + p1 )−1 · µmin ≤ X seq,max ≤ (4 + p1 )−1 · µmax ,
X pipe,max = µmin , and 2 · (4 + p1 )−1 · µmin ≤ X conc,max ≤ 2 · (4 + p1 )−1 · µmax .
It follows that:
(4 + p1 ) · (µmin /µmax ) ≤ X pipe,max /X seq,max ≤ 4 + p1
(4 + p1 ) · (µmin /µmax ) / 2 ≤ X pipe,max /X conc,max ≤ (4 + p1 ) / 2
2 ≤ X conc,max /X seq,max ≤ 2
which generalizes the results of the previous two sub-scenarios, showing that
the concurrent architecture is always twice as faster as the sequential one,

and that the pipeline architecture is not always better than the other two, as
(4 + p1 ) · (µmin /µmax ) and (4 + p1 ) · (µmin /µmax ) / 2 can be less than 1 because
so is µmin /µmax .

7

Conclusion and Future Perspectives

In this paper we have presented a methodology for the prediction, the improvement, and the comparison of typical average performance indices of alternative
architectural designs developed for a software system. The methodology relies
on the SPA based ADL called Æmilia, which provides a textual and graphical
environment in which architectural descriptions can be developed in an easy and
controlled way, and on QNs, which are structured performance models equipped
with fast solution algorithms for computing typical average performance measures and allow such performance measures to be interpreted back at the SA
description level. The combined use of Æmilia and QNs is made possible by a
suitable translation, which can be applied to a reasonably wide class of Æmilia
specifications satisfying certain syntax restrictions and has a complexity linear
in the number of software components declared in the Æmilia specifications. The
methodology and the translation have been illustrated on a scenario-based comparison of a sequential SA, a pipeline SA, and a concurrent SA for a compiler
system.
As far as future work is concerned, first we would like to provide an automated
support for our methodology. This will be accomplished by implementing the
translation of Æmilia specifications into QN models as well as the solution of
QN models in the architectural assistant module of the Æmilia-based software
tool TwoTowers 3.0 [12]. Second, we would like to integrate our methodology
within the software development cycle, both upstream and downstream. On the
one hand, we would like to develop a translation from notations used in the
software engineering practice, like e.g. UML, to our framework, in order to hide
as much as possible all the formal details with which the typical designer may
not be familiar. On the other hand, we would like to be able to generate code
that is guaranteed to possess the performance requirements proved at the SA
level. In this respect, a critical issue to address is taking into account the impact
on the software performance of the hardware architecture and operating system
on which the software system will be deployed.
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